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Movement of large machinery often imposed large safety
risk to the surrounding employee and operative himself. Thus,
control measures are to be in place during any movement
of such machinery:

The control measures often including:

1. Segregation of employee and machinery,

2. Using of spotter (banksman) to guide machinery

3. Warning system.

Even so, for maintenance workshop, where large
machineries needed to be parked along each other
awaiting work orders for repair or simply as parking lots when
the machineries are idle.

COMMUNICATION

Communication on site is not simply just talking and the other
party listening.

Raised questions to the work crew would allow the
supervisory staff to counter check the required information
being brought across and understand by the work crew.

POINTERS TO SHARE

• Designated plant layout for large machinery parking
space.

• Workplace traffic management system

• Importance of banksman and their safety

• Use of the warning system

Plant Manager or Workshop Area Manager shall identify and
establish large machinery parking layout out as each
machinery has different configurations and shapes and may
lead to part of its component obstructing a safe travel for
the operator to alight or dismount from the machinery.

The workplace traffic management required to have a
traffic control supervisory personnel whom is knowledgeable
in the overall responsibility for the traffic safety setup. Any
change to the laydown or workplace required to be review
including increase volume of vehicle or equipment travelling
or parking.

Questions can be asked before the activity in the tool box
talk:

1 How should I alight / dismount safely when I parked
my machinery in tight spaces?

2 When I move from grade level to the operator seat, is
there any part of the machinery and the surrounding
environment creating a pinch point situation?

3 Is my foothold free from grease or sand that may lead
to slipping hazard?

4 What is the minimum distance should I (banksman)
stand?

5 What should I do if the driver or operator not viewing
the mirror when reversing?

6 What should be done if I (operator) move into area
without road marking or signage?

7 What is the minimum width of my machine to pass
through? Is the area for the machine to pass through is
of sufficient width?

The banksman/spotter shall deployed for controlling traffic
in localised area where high risk exists. Such persons must

received sufficient trainings such as signals, mobile
equipment blind spot, avoidance of crush hazards, etc.
They must also be equipped with whistles, reflective vests,
flags, torch light , radio communication equipment, etc. as
necessary. Duty rooster of banksman/spotter to be
implemented to avoid fatigue and heat stress. A buddy
system also helps to keep an eye for the operator alighting
/ dismounting his machinery in tight spaces.

The installation, use and maintain of warning devices in the
mobile plant would enhance on the traffic safety on the
workplace as well as the road work safety.

Workplace Traffic Management

Workplace traffic management is an integral part of
operations for many industrial sectors; including but not
limited to the construction, marine and logistics industries

A workplace traffic management plan should be
developed after the review of workplace traffic
movement, it’s associated control measures and its
effectiveness.

“ Pinned by excavator. ”

“At about 1015hrs on 7 Sep 2016, a worker was trying to manoeuvre an excavator within a storage yard for 
industrial vehicles, when he was pinned between the cabin of his excavator and the hydraulic arm of a 
stationary industrial vehicle. He passed away whilst on the way to the hospital.”
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“Pinned by excavator..” Cont’d..

The planning layout, routes facilities and signage at
workplace should include”

• The control of non-authorised personnel from entering
the workplace.

• Installation of additional convex viewing mirror, apart
from equipment rear viewing mirrors to have a overall
visual of area.

• Provision and maintenance of adequate lighting and
good ground condition.

• Draw highly visible traffic lines), designated
parking/maintenance lot/bay and/or use signage to
differentiate the pedestrian walkways from the work
areas and provide operational personnel stationed at
these areas with reflective vest(s);

• Lower the speed limit in high risk area and provision of
speed limit signage and road hump.

• Forward driving instead of reversing into the designate
area. Maximize the use of banksman when required to
drive into congested area.

• Training for the operative and banksman for the
vehicle signalling.

• Deploy of the bankmans to guide of mobile plants and
traffic controller at junctions.

High visibility Apparel

The use of high visibility safety apparel allow workers to
improve how well other people "see" them (their visibility).
Most often, high-visibility clothing is worn to alert drivers
and other vehicle operators of a worker's presence,
especially in low light and dark conditions.

The garment is composed primarily of a high-quality
fluorescent fabric in colors including fluorescent
yellow/green, fluorescent orange-red and fluorescent red
Retroreflective tape is added to strategic areas. The type
classes of reflective vest would depend on the condition.

Class 1 provides the lowest
recognized coverage and good
visibility. In situation permit worker
full attention to approaching traffic
, with ample separation of workers
and vehicles and traffic speed not
exceeding 25mph.

Class 2 provides moderate body

coverage and superior visibility. In

worker attention is diverted from

approaching traffic or where

separation of workers and traffic is

less than ample. Also in inclement

weather condition, for work on or

near road or traffic speed above 25 mph.

Class 3 provides the greatest body
coverage and visibility under poor light
conditions and at great distance. In

setting where works and vehicle
operator have a high task load , where
worker exposed to traffic speed above
50 mph and wide range of weather
condition

Type of Warning devices for Mobile Plant

Consideration on the circumstance of workplace, type of
plant, whether a combination of devices is required to
eliminate or reduce the risk of collision.

Audible alarms (forward and reversing beepers)- These
alarms emit a high pitched intermittent sound. They are
usually fitted to operate while reversing and suitable for all
powered mobile plant including road registered vehicles
(e.g. trucks, mobile cranes) that have restricted vision for
reversing.

Motion sensors: - Motion sensors also warn with sound. They
are sensitive to movement and are activated by inertia in
any direction. They are commonly used on plant at
excavation works and building sites.

Lights (forward and reversing lights):- These lights are wired
to operate continuously or in hazard mode (flashing)
usually when reversing. They generally work when the gear
(or drive) lever is engaged.

Rotary flashing lights: these are coloured revolving lights
that are usually mounted on top of the cabin. They can be

wired to operate continuously or activated by a switch.
They are suitable for plant that moves throughout the
workplace (e.g. forklifts, bobcats).

Air horns: Horns are suitable for all powered mobile plant, in
particular large plant with long breaking distances. Some
site procedures require powered mobile plant to “Stop and
sound horn before continuing”. This may be appropriate in
some work environments.

Percussion alarms: these alarms are mechanical devices
that are fitted to an axle or gear shaft. When the plant
moves an eccentric cam raises a hammer that then drops
onto a bell or sounding plate. They are relatively cheap but
require regular maintenance. They are commonly used on
road paving rollers and equipment.

Radio sensing devices: a new (and expensive) technology
developed in the coal industry. A device may be fitted to
mobile plant to activate when the driver selects reverse. A
light and alarm inside the cabin would alert the driver if a
pedestrian is within 30 metres of the rear of the vehicle.

Other new technology, such as a video camera, could be
added to the system to eliminate blind spots
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